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ABSTRACT: The organic light-emitting electrochemical cell
(LEC) has emerged as an enabling technology for a wide range of
novel and low-cost emissive applications, but its efficiency is still
relatively modest. The focus in the field has so far almost exclusively
been directed toward limiting internal loss mechanisms, whereas
external losses resulting from poor light-outcoupling have been
overlooked. Here, we report a straightforward procedure for
improving the efficiency and emission quality of LECs. We find
that our high-performance glass-encapsulated LECs exhibit a near-
ideal Lambertian emission profile but that total internal reflection at the glass/air interface and a concomitant edge emission and
self-absorption represent a significant loss factor. We demonstrate a 60% improvement in the outcoupled luminance in the
forward direction by laminating a light-outcoupling film, featuring a hexagonal array of hemispherical microlenses as the surface
structure, onto the front side of the device and a large-area metallic reflector onto the back side. With this scalable approach,
yellow-emitting LEC devices with a power conversion efficiency of more than 15 lm W−1 at a luminance of 100 cd m−2 were
realized. Importantly, we find that the same procedure also can mitigate problems with spatial variation in the light-emission
intensity, which is a common and undesired feature of large-area LECs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The organic light-emitting electrochemical cell (LEC) is an
area-emitting device that can send out diffuse light from
conformable, thin, and large-area surfaces. In its simplest
manifestation, the LEC comprises an active-material blend of
an electroluminescent compound and an electrolyte sand-
wiched between two coplanar charge-injecting electrodes: one
is transparent to allow the light to escape from the device,
whereas the other is typically reflective to guide the light in the
forward direction of the viewer.1−7 The LEC shares the
appearance and several operational features with another area-
emitting device, the organic light-emitting diode (OLED), but
is distinguished from the OLED by its unique fit for low-cost
and scalable fabrication. In fact, it has recently been
demonstrated that functional LEC devices can be fabricated
in a roll-to-roll compatible manner under uninterrupted
ambient conditions akin to how newspapers and magazines
are produced;8−11 in contrast, today’s commercial high-
performance OLEDs are fabricated in clean rooms using
expensive high-vacuum processes.
However, although the performance of LECs indeed has

been improved markedly as of late, it is still lagging behind the
OLED. The important power conversion (or wall-plug)
efficiency (PCE) of state-of-the-art OLEDs now exceeds 100
lm W−1,12−15 whereas the corresponding current champion
values are almost 40 lm W−1 for triplet-emitting small-molecule
LECs16,17 and ∼10 lm W−1 for singlet-emitting polymer
LECs.18−20 In this context, it is notable that the high efficiency

of OLEDs is the result of a long-term systematic work aimed
towards limiting both the internal losses (resulting from
nonoptimized charge-injection balance, charge recombination,
photoluminescence yield, etc.)12,21−31 and external losses
(resulting from poor light-outcoupling),12,13,32−45 whereas to
date, the focus in the LEC field almost exclusively has been
directed toward limiting the former losses.5,18,20,46−52 Because
the external losses can amount to very high values in this type
of optical structures, comprising emission from an optically
thick active material to a viewer positioned in an optically thin
medium (i.e., air), it is now timely to take a closer look into
how the light-outcoupling of LECs can be improved.
Here, we show that our high-performance glass-encapsulated

LECs exhibit a near-ideal Lambertian emission profile but that
the external light-outcoupling at the glass/air interface
represents a significant loss factor. By laminating a light-
outcoupling film (LOF), with a surface structure in the form of
a hexagonal array of hemispherical microlenses, onto the front
glass of the device and attaching a large-area metallic reflector
onto the back glass, we were able to attain an improvement in
the efficiency by a factor of 1.6 during long-term measurements.
Specifically, we report a record-high PCE of 15.6 lm W−1 at a
luminance of 100 cd m−2 from a polymer LEC. Moreover, as
the LOF randomizes the directions of the light rays emanating
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from the device surface, we also report a distinct quantitative
improvement in the spatial emission homogeneity from large-
area LECs following the inclusion of the LOF.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The first part of the LEC fabrication followed a previously established
protocol.46 A glass substrate (d = 0.7 mm, Eagle XG) coated with a
145 nm thick layer of indium−tin oxide (ITO, Thin Film Devices Inc.)
was cleaned by sequential ultrasonication in acetone and isopropanol
and afterwards was dried in an oven at T = 120 °C for >12 h. A 40 nm
thick layer of PEDOT-PSS was spin-coated onto the clean ITO surface
from a water dispersion (Clevios P VP AI 4083, Heraeus GmbH)
under ambient air. The sample was thereafter dried at T = 120 °C for
>6 h before being transferred into a N2-filled glove box ([O2], [H2O]
< 1 ppm) for further processing.
The active material comprised a blend of the electroluminescent

phenyl-substituted poly(para phenylene vinylene) copolymer (Super
Yellow, Merck GmbH), the salt KCF3SO3 (Aldrich), and the ion-
dissolving and ion-transporting polymer poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO,
Mw = 5 × 106 g mol−1, Aldrich). The constituent materials were
separately dissolved in cyclohexanone (Aldrich) in a 7 g L−1

concentration (Super Yellow) and in a 10 g L−1 concentration
(KCF3SO3 and PEO) before being blended together. For the small-
area LECs with an emission area of 1.5 × 8.5 mm2, a Super Yellow/
PEO/KCF3SO3 mass ratio of 1:0.085:0.03 was used because it allows
for small device-to-device variation and good performance.46 For the
large-area LECs with an emission area of 7.0 × 10.5 mm2, the mass
ratio was 1:0.4:0.1, with the higher electrolyte concentration being
selected in order to allow for a more fault-tolerant fabrication
procedure.8 The blend solution was spin-coated on top of the
PEDOT-PSS and thereafter was dried on a hot plate at T = 70 °C for
>6 h. The active-material thickness was d = 85 nm for the small-area
LECs and d = 230 nm for the large-area LECs, as measured with a
stylus profilometer (Dektak XT, Bruker). An Al electrode was
thermally evaporated (at P < 2 × 10−6 mbar) on top of the active
material using a shadow mask to define the size of the electrode and
the light-emission area. For the attainment of peak-efficient devices,
ITO/PEDOT-PSS/{Super Yellow:trimethylolpropane ethoxylate:-
LiCF3SO3}/Al LECs were fabricated according to a previously
published procedure.18 The small-area LECs were encapsulated by
attaching a glass slide onto the device structure using a UV-curable
single-component epoxy adhesive (Ossila). The UV curing was
executed with a high-power-density LED (EXFO Omnicure LX400,
λpeak = 365 nm, power density = 8 W cm−2). More details on the
encapsulation procedure have been reported elsewhere.53

The LOF comprised hemispherical lenses in a hexagonal pattern
produced on the surface of a 250 μm thick poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) film (Microsharp Corp. Ltd.) (Figure 1). The radius and the

height of the microlenses were 35 and 24.5 μm, respectively. A UV-
curable and single-component acrylic adhesive (Microsharp Corp.
Ltd.) was used for laminating the LOF onto the LEC. Both the LOF
and the adhesive feature a refractive index (n) of n = 1.5, which
matches that of the glass substrate. Roughly 1 drop of adhesive was
applied to the back side of the LOF before it was firmly pressed to the
glass-substrate surface of the LEC. The adhesive was thereafter
immediately cured via a 30 s exposure from a UV lamp (Spectroline,
λpeak = 365 nm, power density = 530 mW cm−2). The lamination of
the LOF was carried out in the glove box. The metallic reflector was an
81 μm thick Al foil (1170 Tape, 3M), and it was laminated onto the
encapsulation glass with an acrylic adhesive. The complete LEC device
structure is depicted in Figure 1.

The small-area LECs were driven and monitored at constant current
density (j) using a computer-controlled source-measure unit (Agilent
2722A). The luminance was measured with a calibrated photodiode
equipped with an eye-response filter (Hamamatsu Photonics). The
photographs were captured with a Canon EOS 500D camera and
recorded with identical camera settings under dark conditions.

For the emission-profile characterization, the LEC was mounted on
a rotation stage (ThorLabs XYR 1/M), and the device edges were
painted with a black marker pen to prevent edge emission from
interfering with the large-angle measurements. The luminous intensity
was recorded with a photodiode equipped with an eye-response filter
(Hamamatsu Photonics) and measured in steps of 10°. During this
measurement, the LECs were driven at j = 11.5 mA cm−2 using an
Agilent E3631A dc power supply.

For the emission-quality studies on large-area LECs, the devices
were driven at V = 3.6 V in the glove box. The photographs were
captured with a Canon EOS 500D camera under identical camera
settings and dark conditions. The 3D plots were plotted in MATLAB
software by first converting the photographs to grayscale. The
grayscale photographs exhibit a pixel size of 11 × 11 μm2, and the
intensity from each pixel is given by ix,y.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2a presents the measured luminous intensity of a LEC
with blackened edges (red solid circles) and the theoretical
cosine law (black dotted line) as a function of viewing angle in
the polar coordinate system. A light emission that obeys the
cosine law is the characteristic of a so-called Lambertian
emitter, which by definition features the same luminance
irrespective of the viewing angle in the forward direction. An
inspection of the graph reveals a good agreement between the
measured and theoretical data, although the measured luminous
intensity slightly exceeds the cosine law at angles around ±45°.

Figure 1. Schematic structure of the glass-encapsulated LEC device with a LOF attached on the front side and a metallic reflector attached on the
back side. The right-hand image displays a micrograph of the LOF, showing the hexagonal array of microlenses.
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Thus, it is appropriate to conclude that this type of LEC device
is a near-ideal Lambertian emitter.
An often employed and practical method of calculating the

important PCE of LECs (and OLEDs) involves measuring the
luminance in the normal direction (at an angle of 0°) and
dividing this value with the current density to obtain the
current efficacy. The current efficacy is then translated into the
PCE by multiplying with π and dividing with the drive voltage.

It is notable that this procedure of multiplying with π to obtain
the PCE value is valid only if the device is an ideal Lambertian
emitter.54 Our above finding thus yields support for this
procedure for this particular category of LEC devices. More
specifically, as a more detailed analysis of the results in Figure
2a demonstrates that the integral of the measured luminous
intensity exceeds the integral of the cosine law by 2.7% (when
the 0° value is normalized to be equal for both sets of data), the
consequence is that a Lambertian assumption leads to an
underestimation of the true PCE for these devices value by the
same 2.7%.
Figure 2b and 2c present photographs of the light emission

from LEC devices with nonblackened edges probed in the
tangential (edge) and normal (forward) directions, respectively.
We call attention to fact that significant emission is leaking out

Figure 2. (a) Measured LEC luminous intensity as a function of angle
(red solid circles) and the theoretical cosinus function from a
Lambertian emitter (black dotted line) presented in polar coordinates.
(b) Side-view photograph of the LEC. The yellow arrow indicates the
forward direction for light emission. (c) Front-view photograph of the
LEC. The white arrows indicate the edge emission originating from
the substrate edges. Note that the edges of the LEC in panel a were
blackened to eliminate the effects of edge emission.

Figure 3. (a) External light-outcoupling at a flat glass/air interface with
(A) depicting an outcoupled light beam with θA < θTIR and (B)
depicting a totally reflected light beam with θB > θTIR. (b) External
light-outcoupling at a glass/air interface with an attached LOF with
matching refractive index, for which both light beams (A) and (B) are
outcoupled.

Figure 4. (a) Driving voltage and (b) luminance as a function of time
for an LEC with (red open circles) and without (black solid squares)
attached LOF. The two steps in device performance correspond to a
lowering of the driving current density from an initial value of 15.4 to
7.7 mA cm−2 and from 7.7 mA cm−2 to the final value of 3.8 mA cm−2.

Figure 5. (a) Measured luminous intensity of an LEC with attached
LOF as a function of angle (blue solid squares) and the theoretical
cosinus function from a Lambertian emitter (black dotted line)
presented in polar coordinates. (b) Side-view photograph of an LOF-
attached LEC. The yellow arrow indicates the forward direction for
light emission. (c) Front-view photograph of the LOF-attached LEC.
Note that the edges of the LEC in panel a were blackened to eliminate
the effects of edge emission.
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from the edges of the device, as directly observed in Figure 2b
and as indicated by the white arrows in Figure 2c. Such edge
emission represents a loss factor for the majority of applications
where it is solely the forward emission that is of interest.
Moreover, light directed in the edge direction in surface-
emitting devices is strongly affected by self-absorption effects,
as the optical path length the light has to traverse before exiting
the device structure at the edge is much longer than in the
forward direction. Thus, it is relevant to quantify the amount of
edge-directed light and to develop procedures for limiting this
detrimental effect.
A typical LEC device structure comprises a number of

optically distinct interfaces, and the edge-directed light
originates from when the light ray passes from a medium 1
of higher refractive index to a medium 2 with lower refractive
index (n1 > n2). In such a scenario, total internal reflection
(TIR) of a light ray will take place when it hits the interface
with an angle of incidence versus the interface normal above
the critical angle (θc), as dictated by the following modification
of Snellś law

θ θ≥ = n narcsin( / )TIR c 2 1 (1)

The light that is incident on the interface at angles below θc
thus defines a light-escape cone. For our LEC devices, the light
created in the p−n junction is passing (at least) four different
interfaces before being emitted (or outcoupled) into the
ambient air in the forward direction (Figure 1): (i) active
material (AM)/PEDOT-PSS, (ii) PEDOT-PSS/ITO, (iii)
ITO/glass, and (iv) glass/air. Measured or estimated values
for the refractive index of the constituent materials are available

in the literature: nAM (λ = 550 nm) = 1.9,55 nPEDOT‑PSS = 1.5,56

nITO = 1.9,57 nglass = 1.5,58 and nair = 1.0. An inspection of this
particular optical structure reveals that TIR will occur at the
AM/PEDOT-PSS interface (i) and the glass/air interface (iv).
The TIR-light can be waveguided within the denser optical
medium (e.g., the active material or the glass substrate) and
either be outcoupled at the edges of the device in the form of
edge emission or be subjected to internal self-absorption.
By neglecting optical interference effects and Fresnel

reflections and assuming an isotropic light emission in the
p−n junction, the fraction of outcoupled light can be calculated
with the following equation59

η = n1/(2 )AM
2

(2)

By plugging in the value for the active-material refraction
index, we find that the outcoupling efficiency for our LEC
device structure is a mere 14%. This poor total outcoupling
efficiency can be divided into an internal outcoupling loss at the
AM/PEDOT-PSS interface and an external outcoupling loss at
the glass/air interface. Our focus here will be on better
understanding and improving the external outcoupling of LEC
devices.
To this end, we have investigated the effects of attaching a

LOF, in the form of a surface-patterned poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) film, onto the front-glass surface of
our LEC devices, as schematically shown in Figure 1. The

Figure 6. Back-side photographs during light-emission of (a) a bare
LEC and (b) an LEC with a LOF attached on the front side. The
device contours, as defined by the Al cathode, are indicated by the
white dotted line in panel a. (c) Voltage and (d) luminance as a
function of time during galvanostatic driving of a bare LEC (black
solid squares), an LOF-attached LEC (red open circles), and an LEC
with a LOF attached on the front side and a metallic reflector attached
on the back side (blue crossed triangles). The two steps in device
performance result from a lowering of the driving current density from
an initial value of 15.4 to 7.7 mA cm−2 and from 7.7 mA cm−2 to the
final value of 3.8 mA cm−2.

Figure 7. Temporal evolution of (a) luminance (black solid squares)
and voltage (red open circles) as well as (b) PCE (black solid squares)
and current efficacy (red open circles) for ITO/PEDOT-PSS/{Super
Yellow:Trimethylolpropane ethoxylate:LiCF3SO3}/Al LECs with an
included LOF and metallic reflector. The LEC is driven in
galvanostatic mode, and the driving current density is adjusted in
two steps: first from 7.7 to 1.9 mA cm−2 and thereafter to the final
value of 0.8 mA cm−2.
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surface pattern of the LOF featured a hexagonal array of
hemispherical microlenses, with a radius of 35 μm and a height
of 24.5 μm, as depicted in the optical micrograph in Figure 1.
This LOF was glued to the front-side glass substrate using an
acrylic adhesive, and it is notable that both the adhesive and the
PMMA film featured the same refractive index (n = 1.5) as the
glass substrate. In other words, no refraction or reflection of
light will take place at the glass/LOF interface.
Equation 1 yields that light rays will exhibit TIR when they

impinge on a flat glass/air interface with an angle of incidence
larger than the critical angle for total reflection: θTIR ≥ θc,air‑glass
= 42°. Figure 3a shows the two alternative scenarios: (A) a light
ray that is outcoupled within the light-escape cone (i.e., θA <
42°) and (B) a light ray that is reflected (i.e., θB > 42°).
However, if the glass/air interface is transformed from being
flat to structured via the inclusion of the LOF, then it is possible
that light rays with θ > θc,air‑glass also can be outcoupled, as
schematically depicted in Figure 3b. However, it is important to
point out that the light ray traces depicted in Figure 3a,b were
selected to show the positive effect of the LOF, but many light
rays still will experience TIR at the glass/air interface. In fact,
although a portion of the light rays outside the well-defined flat-
glass/air escape cone (θ < θc,air‑glass) will be outcoupled by the
LOF (as shown in Figure 3b), this will take place at the cost of
reduced light-outcoupling within the light-escape cone. We will
return to the implications of this fact later in this article.
Nevertheless, a comparative experimental study proves that

the inclusion of the LOF actually results in a distinct

improvement of the device performance. Figure 4a,b presents
the temporal evolution of the voltage and luminance,
respectively, during galvanostatic driving of ITO/PEDOT-
PSS/{Super Yellow:PEO:KCF3SO3}/Al LECs with (red open
circles) and without (black solid squares) included LOF. The
voltage is, as expected, unaffected by the inclusion of the LOF.
The luminance, and as a direct consequence the efficiency, is, in
contrast, drastically improved by ∼40 % throughout the entire
measurement period of 100 h. We point out that this
improvement in performance is the calculated average from
>10 independent measurements that all display the same
generic trend of improved luminance at retained voltage.
It is also of interest to establish the effects of the LOF on the

emission properties of the LEC. Figure 5a presents the
luminous intensity as a function of viewing angle for the
LOF-attached LEC. Similar to the bare LEC data presented in
Figure 2a, we find evidence for a near-perfect Lambertian
emission for the LOF-attached LEC. A detailed analysis reveals
that the Lambertian assumption (see discussion in the context
of Figure 2) leads to an underestimation of the true PCE value
by a mere 0.3%. We further investigated the influence of the
LOF on the electroluminescence (EL) spectrum and find a
negligible red shift of the EL peak from 551 to 553 nm and a
minor narrowing of the full width at half maximum from 104 to
97 nm (data not shown). Thus, it is clear that the LOF redirects
the light without introducing any substantial microcavity or
other undesired parasitic optical effects.32

Figure 8. (a) Photograph of a bare large-area LEC. (b) Three-dimensional plot depicting the spatial variation in light intensity of the bare LEC. (c)
Photograph of the same LEC as in panel a but with a LOF attached onto the front-glass surface. (d) Three-dimensional plot depicting the spatial
variation in light intensity of the LOF-attached LEC. The presented regions in panels b and d are identified by the corresponding dashed outline in
panels a and c.
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More distinct changes are, however, visible in photographs of
operating devices. Figure 5b displays the edge emission of the
LOF-LEC, and a comparison with the corresponding photo-
graph of the bare LEC in Figure 2b shows that the edge
emission is distinctly decreased. (In this context, we call
attention to the fact that all photographs throughout the article
were recorded with the same camera settings and using the
same current density for driving the devices.) This was an
anticipated result because an increased outcoupling of light in
the forward direction will take place at the expense of the wave-
guided modes and the concomitant edge emission.
Figure 5c displays the front-side emission of the LOF-LEC,

and the blurry edges of the light emission are striking,
particularly in comparison to the sharp edges observed in the
front-side emission from the bare LEC in Figure 2c. This LOF-
induced effect originates from the combination of two effects:
(i) the microlenses in the LOF surface randomizes the
directions of the transmitted and reflected light rays at the
LOF/air interface and (ii) the employment of a thick glass
substrate spreads out the reflected and thereafter transmitted
light rays. More specifically, this combination of features allows
for new air-outcoupled light rays in the surface-normal
direction (that is detected by the camera), which appear to
emerge from a point outside of the actual emitting area; thus,
the edge blurring results. We note that this this effect is in
agreement with previous observations on similar optical
systems and that it can be effectively suppressed by the
utilization of a thinner substrate.32,34,35 We also emphasize that
although edge blurring indeed is a concern for high-resolution
display applications this is not a field of applications for which
the LEC technology is particularly fit because of a
comparatively slow turn-on time.
Another consequence of the randomization of the directions

of the light rays at the LOF/air interface is that a portion of the
back-reflected light will not be wave-guided and in addition will
miss the reflective cathode so that it can be coupled out on the
glass-encapsulated backside of the device. Such an effect is
specific to the LOF-attached LEC, as the well-defined TIR light
in the bare LEC invariably will be wave-guided in the optical
thicker media and will either be coupled out as edge emission
or be absorbed within the device structure. Photographs of the
back side of a bare LEC and a LOF-attached LEC during light
emission are presented in Figure 6a,b, respectively; in
agreement with the above argument, we observed a distinct
back-side light emission from the LOF-attached LEC but not
the bare LEC.
This observation inspired further modifications of the optical

structure, as the back-side emission is considered to be lost for
most applications. Demonstrated methods in the literature for
circumventing such back-side emission include the employment
of a large-area cathode36 or the removal of the microlenses
directly above the light-emission area.33 The latter method has
proven to be applicable when the light-emission area
corresponded to the diameter of a few microlenses (i.e., on
the order of 100 μm). Here, we choose to utilize a centimeter-
sized large-area metallic reflector in the form of Al foil, which
was glued onto the entire air-exposed area of the encapsulation
glass; see Figure 1 for a schematic.
Figure 6c,d presents the temporal evolution of the voltage

and luminance, respectively, during galvanostatic driving of a
bare LEC (black solid squares), a LOF-attached LEC (red open
circles), and an LEC with a LOF attached to the front side and
metallic reflector laminated to the back side (blue crossed

triangles). The voltage is independent of the modifications of
the outer surfaces of the device structure, whereas the
luminance is strongly affected. As discussed previously, the
inclusion of the LOF increases the luminance by ∼40 %,
whereas the combined inclusion of a LOF on the front side and
a metallic reflector on the back side results in a luminance
improvement of ∼60 % throughout the entire measurement
period of 100 h. This improvement was verified by measure-
ments on 27 independent devices.
Encouraged by the results in Figure 6, we also fabricated and

characterized 10 different glass-encapsulated ITO/PEDOT-
PSS/{Super Yellow:Trimethylolpropane ethoxylate:-
LiCF3SO3}/Al LECs with included LOF and metallic reflector.
We choose to include this active material into the study because
it has shown superior (albeit more varying) performance
compared to the {Super Yellow:PEO:KCF3SO3} active materi-
al.18 We find a larger variation in performance for these devices
than for the devices depicted in Figure 6, as exemplified by the
peak PCE variation of between 10 and 15 lm W−1; the cause for
this lower reproducibility is currently not known. The
champion device in this set exhibited a peak PCE of 15.6 lm
W−1 at a luminance of 100 cd m−2, and its optoelectronic
performance during a 100 h measurement period is shown in
Figure 7. This value represents a significant improvement in
efficiency by >60% in comparison to the previous study on
nominally similar devices with no light-outcoupling,18 and it is
also the highest reported PCE for a singlet-emitting LEC to our
knowledge. It is worth emphasizing that this peak PCE value is
recorded at a luminance level of practical interest.54,60

A common setback with large-area LECs is a non-
homogenous luminance over the device surface, as visualized
in the photograph of a 7.0 × 10.5 mm2 ITO/PEDOT-PSS/
{Super Yellow:PEO:KCF3SO3}/Al LEC in Figure 8a and the
accompanying 3D plot of the light-emission intensity as a
function of spatial position in Figure 8b. This problem can be
attributed to a number of issues, including: (i) a phase
separation between the different active-material constituents,
(ii) an introduction of dust particles during device fabrication,
and/or (iii) a spatial variation of the active-material thickness
with a corresponding spatial variation in self-absorption.61

These are all, to some extent, LEC-specific problems, as the
technology benefits from the attractive opportunity of utilizing
a fault-tolerant thick active material, commonly comprising a
blend of a polar electrolyte and a nonpolar semiconductor, in a
functional device that is fabricated under ambient (and
therefore dusty) conditions.8

In this context, it was encouraging to observe that the
problem of nonhomogenous light emission can be effectively
suppressed by the introduction of the LOF. Figure 8c displays
the emission from the same device as in Figure 8a after a LOF
has been laminated onto its front-glass surface. In agreement
with the observation in Figure 5c, we find that the emission
edges became blurred with the introduction of the LOF. More
importantly, however, is that the LOF inclusion results in a
distinctly improved spatial uniformity of the light-emission over
the entire device surface. This observation is quantified in the
3D plots of the light-emission intensity, which reveal an
average-normalized standard deviation of σN = 3.8% for the
bare LEC in Figure 8b and σN = 1.7% for the LOF-attached
LEC in Figure 8d. We note that a light-uniformity improve-
ment also has been reported for LOF-encapsulated small-area
LEDs.62,63
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The outcoupled light emission from a LEC can be improved by
a factor of 1.6 by employing the straightforward and scalable
procedure of laminating a LOF onto the front side of the device
and a large-area metallic reflector onto the back side. It is
important that this decisive improvement in device perform-
ance was attained without compromising the light-emission
quality, as evidenced by the retension of both the Lambertian
emission profile and the electroluminescence spectrum. The
LOF, which comprised a hexagonal array of hemispherical
microlenses as surface structure, randomized the outcoupled
light-emission pattern with the additional positive effect that
the problem of spatially nonhomogenous light emission in
large-area LECs was mitigated.
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